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Jean Theuma 

Jean is a freelance Teacher Trainer. Her main interests are helping teachers to       
get—and stay—involved in their own development. Jean is also fascinated by the role 
of technology in the classroom. Apart from that, Jean loves the theatre and making  
theatre costumes. Follow Jean on Twitter at @jean_theuma 

Matt Done 

Matt is a teacher of 10 years.  He is also currently a teacher trainer. He has taught in 
Malta, Italy, and Spain, and hopes to add a few more countries to that list in the not 

too distant future.  

In this issue your contributors are (alphabetically): 

 
We’d love you to get involved 

Are you a teacher or an EFL professional who enjoys writing? 

Would you like to have your ideas published in the newsletter? 

Contact us by emailing Jean Theuma at info@matefl.org 

Alan Marsh 
 
Alan has been involved full-time in English Language Teaching and Training for over 
30 years. He is President of MATEFL, trains teachers all over Europe and loves Burn-
ley F.C.  

Larissa Attard 

Larissa Attard has been involved in teaching English for over 25 years: 10 years as a teacher, 

12 years as a DOS, and for the last 3 years as a freelance English language practitioner.  Laris-

sa’s present activities include lecturing for CELP, University of Malta; examining for local and 

international exams; writing materials; and teacher training and mentoring. 

Joyce Sant 
 
Joyce has lived in Malta for a number of years after moving here from UK in the eight-
ies. Joyce is a freelance English teacher, keen on motivating and inspiring students. 
She has many interests along with her hobby of writing poetry.  

Adrian Theuma 

Adrian has been an EFL teacher for the past five years and is constantly looking for 
new and interesting ways to push the envelope of Language Teaching. Outside the 
classroom, he is a portrait artist and avid cinephile. 

Natasha Fabri 
 

Natasha has been an online/offline ELT trainer for well over a decade. She spent seven years 
freelancing in beautiful Lisbon, Portugal before returning to Malta in 2012. She is passionate 
about technology in the classroom and giving teacher training workshops. She loves writing, 
trekking and photography. Find her on her public page dedicated to all things TEFL on Face-
book:  NatashaFabriTEFL 
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Hello TEFLers,  

  
Welcome to this special birthday edition of the MATEFL  Newsletter. This 

year MATEFL celebrates its 21st. That means 21 years of helping teachers 

to develop and share what they do best. MATEFL is proud to be an associ-

ation run by teachers and  EFL practitioners who are dedicated to the pro-

fessional development of its members. We hope you feel that  our news-

letter reflects this ethos! 

 

In this issue, Larissa Attard talks about understanding what is needed to 

teach CLIL to teachers who will have to use this method in their classes. 

Matt Done introduces a new segment called Planning to teach. Matt talks 

us step by step through a lesson plan which teaches idioms in an interac-

tive and dynamic way with the result that the lesson is more memorable. 

Our members are capable of so much more than just teaching English, as 

Joyce Sant shows us with her beautiful poem ‘How Sad!’. Another new 

section is ‘What do we think?’. Some of our members give us their per-

spective on teaching English.  In this issue’s Teacher 2.0, Adrian Theuma 

explores listening self-study from a visual learners point of view. And  

finally, Alan Marsh ,who has been the president of MATEFL from the start, 

has a MATEFL birthday message for us on page 20. 

 

Enjoy! 

Jean  
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Alan Marsh (President) 
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Caroline Camp-
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Jean Theuma  
(IATEFL representative/
Editor) 
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Ian Scerri (Facebook page) 
 
Natasha Fabri  
(Assistant editor) 
 
Matt Done  
(Newsletter contributor) 
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What is CLIL? 

 

CLIL (Content and Language Integrated Learning), 

coined by Anne Maljers and David Marsh in 1994, is 

the teaching of subject material using English as the 

language of instruction.   

 

CLIL refers to situations where subjects, or parts 

of subjects, are taught through a foreign 

language with dual-focused aims, namely the 

learning of content and the simultaneous 

learning of a foreign language. (Marsh, 1994) 

 

The concept of teaching 

curriculum content or subjects in 

a language that is other than the 

learners’ first language is not new. 

Previously, other terms that were 

used before the acronym CLIL was 

conceived were Content-based 

Instruction, English across the 

Curriculum, and Bilingualism to 

name a few. In keeping with our 

own bilingual setting here in 

Malta, we have long practised 

teaching certain subjects in 

English and others in Maltese. So why come up with 

yet another name for something which is already 

practised? Bilingual learners often already have quite 

a good command of the language of instruction so 

that learning content is the primary focus and not 

language. In contrast, the term CLIL draws attention 

to the fact that speakers of other languages do not 

have as strong a command of the language of 

instruction and are, therefore, learning both subject 

matter and English simultaneously. CLIL can therefore 

be seen to aspire to eventually produce bilingual 

learners. 

 

The EU and Multiculturalism 

 

In 2008, the EU pledged to promote language 

communication across diversity, and the learning of 

two or even more languages across member 

countries was encouraged. The EU strategy for 

multilingualism identified that full immersion 

methodology recognised that there were sound 

benefits for learners to learn content and language 

simultaneously, each providing the 

other with an opportunity for 

authentic practice. More recently, 

there has been a move in various 

countries where English is not the 

first language, such as Spain, Italy 

and Portugal, to teach some 

subjects, such as history or science, 

in English. With English becoming 

increasingly important in 

international communication, more 

countries are recognising the need 

to introduce English as the 

language of instruction for some subjects. 

Consequently, primary school teachers and subject 

teachers are being given further language training in 

order to better enhance their ability to teach the 

subject in English. Malta receives groups of teachers 

from countries where English is not a first language 

for specific English language courses or English 

teacher training courses with a focus on CLIL.  

 

CLIL for English language teachers 

Larissa Attard talks about the hows and whys of  developing and making CLIL materials for CLIL 

teacher training courses 

The concept of 
teaching curriculum 

content or subjects in 
a language that is 

other than the 
learners’ first 

language is not new.  
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CLIL teaching materials for the English language 

teacher 

 

Some school groups come over to Malta with special 

requests for their English course to focus on specific 

subject topics, such as physics or biology.  Finding 

subject-specific material is not likely to be at hand in 

the form of an ELT course-book. While there are 

publishing houses that have started publishing subject 

books using CLIL methodology, these books are 

usually curriculum books for mainstream education 

and are not included in English language school 

resources.  Consequently, teachers often have to 

source lesson plans online or develop their own 

lesson materials from scratch. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some points to bear in mind when developing 

CLIL materials 

 

When sourcing or preparing materials, Teachers 

would do well to bear in mind the duality of CLIL: the 

learning of language and content simultaneously. 

Neither should be more challenging for the learner 

than the other– there ought to be a balance in level of 

challenge between language and content. Subject 

materials may be sourced from mainstream text 

books and will need to be adapted using language 

that is more simplified and appropriate for the 

required level. In addition to the simplification of 

language for their target learners, teachers may ask 

themselves the following questions when preparing 

the materials: 

 

 What are the subject-specific items of 

vocabulary that students will need to learn in 

order to be able to understand the concept and 

discuss it? 

 What are the key structures that students will 

need to know or learn in order to be able to 

read the text, complete the tasks and talk 

about the topic?  

 What other incidental language will learners 

need to know in order to participate in the 

lesson? 

 

Such questions will help to inform learning aims and 

outcomes when designing lesson material for the CLIL 

classroom. The tasks that teachers set out to create 

may follow patterns that are similar to ELT models, 

such as pre-reading or pre-listening tasks, followed by 

a variety of comprehension of concept and language 

learning tasks, varying from controlled to less-

controlled practice tasks. Typical of the ELT lesson, 

learners will be given opportunities to engage in 

production activities that focus on speaking and 

writing about the subject matter. The younger the 

learner or lower the grade, the more visual and the 

less text-condensed the materials are. The higher the 

level, the more dense the text and the greater the 

conceptual and linguistic challenge for the learner.  

 

Points in brief for the teacher preparing CLIL 

materials 

 

 Target lesson material that is subject-specific 

and level appropriate in terms of content and 

language. If not, rewrite the lesson material 

using simpler terms so that it is manageable for 

your learners.  

When sourcing or 
preparing materials, 

Teachers would do well to 
bear in mind the duality of 

CLIL: the learning of 
language and content 

simultaneously.  
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 Identify language structures that are 

challenging for learners and will need to 

be taught. 

 Identify subject-specific items of 

vocabulary necessary for learning of the 

content. 

 Identify vocabulary that is not 

necessarily subject-specific but that is 

incidental to the topic and necessary to 

talk about the subject matter. Consider 

whether this language is new for the 

learners and will need to be taught or 

not. 

 Ensure the levels of linguistic and 

content challenge are balanced. 

 Include pre-reading or pre-listening 

tasks that will engage learners interest; 

consider pre-teaching some new items of 

vocabulary. 

 Create a variety of tasks to encourage learners 

to engage with the text and check 

understanding.  

 Incorporate production tasks that involve 

speaking or writing about the topic, creating 

opportunities for them to engage in the 

discourse. 

 Encourage personalisation and the learners’ 

experience vis-à-vis the topic.  Consider 

broadening the discussion to beyond the 

confines of the classroom. 

 

Useful CLIL Resources and further reading: 

Download Free Sample Material from 
onestopenglish.com http://
www.onestopenglish.com/clil/what-is-clil/
free-sample-material/  

Darn, S. (2006) CLIL: a lesson framework. British 
Council Teaching English. http://
www.teachingenglish.org.uk/articles/clil-a-
lesson-framework 

CLIL Worksheets http://
www.macmillaninspiration.com/new 
resources/web-projects  

Content and Language Integrated Learning. British 
Council https://www.britishcouncil.org/
europe/our-work-in-europe/content-and-
language-integrated-learning-clil  

What is CLIL? http://www.onestopenglish.com/
clil/what-is-clil/ 

 
References: 

Baldwin, C. (2011). CLIL - how to do it.  British 
Council Teaching English. http://
www.teachingenglish.org.uk/articles/clil-%
E2%80%93-how-do-it 

Darn, S. (2006) Content and Language Integrated 
Learning. British Council Teaching English. 
http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/articles/
content-language-integrated-learning 

Journal of the European Union Council Resolution 
0f 21 November 2008 on a European strategy 
for multilingualism, http://eur-lex.europa.eu/
LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?
uri=OJ:C:2008:320:0001:0003:EN:PDF  

Interview with Keith Kelly, by Chris Baldwin British 
Council Teaching English, http://
www.teachingenglish.org.uk/articles/
interview-keith-kelly 

 

larissa.jonk@gmail.com 

www.onestopenglish.com/clil/what-is-clil 

http://www.onestopenglish.com/clil/what-is-clil/free-sample-material/
http://www.onestopenglish.com/clil/what-is-clil/free-sample-material/
http://www.onestopenglish.com/clil/what-is-clil/free-sample-material/
http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/articles/clil-a-lesson-framework
http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/articles/clil-a-lesson-framework
http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/articles/clil-a-lesson-framework
http://www.macmillaninspiration.com/new/resources/web-projects
http://www.macmillaninspiration.com/new/resources/web-projects
http://www.macmillaninspiration.com/new/resources/web-projects
https://www.britishcouncil.org/europe/our-work-in-europe/content-and-language-integrated-learning-clil
https://www.britishcouncil.org/europe/our-work-in-europe/content-and-language-integrated-learning-clil
https://www.britishcouncil.org/europe/our-work-in-europe/content-and-language-integrated-learning-clil
http://www.onestopenglish.com/clil/what-is-clil/
http://www.onestopenglish.com/clil/what-is-clil/
http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/articles/clil-%E2%80%93-how-do-it
http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/articles/clil-%E2%80%93-how-do-it
http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/articles/clil-%E2%80%93-how-do-it
http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/articles/content-language-integrated-learning
http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/articles/content-language-integrated-learning
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2008:320:0001:0003:EN:PDF
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2008:320:0001:0003:EN:PDF
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2008:320:0001:0003:EN:PDF
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Here’s a walkthrough for a lesson that I’ve tried 
several times and tends to work quite well. It aims 
to present and practice some idiomatic expressions 
of time in an enjoyable and communicative way, 
and is suitable for a strong B1 and above. Feel free 
to use this lesson, and to adapt or improve it 
however you like. A big thank you goes to Alan 
Marsh for his help with this.  
 

Lead-in: Find someone who 
 
Demonstrate the activity (shown below) by writing 
one of the sentences up on the board and asking it 
as a question to different students. ‘Olga, do you 
have a lot of free time? No? Ok, hmmm, Carlo, do 
you have a lot of free time?’ When one of the 
students says yes, write their name in the gap and 
then ask a follow-up question.  
 
Give the handout to students and give them a few 
moments to check that they understand everything. 
If there are no questions, give students five to ten 
minutes to mingle and ask questions, aiming to find 
a name for every sentence. They should also ask a 
follow-up question every time they find someone 
who says ‘yes’.  
 
Bring the activity to a close and then take some 
 

 feedback by asking the students if they learned 
anything interesting about each other.  
 

Language presentation  
 
Choose another one of the sentences and write it 
on the board, being sure to underline the same part 
of the sentence that is underlined on the sheet. 
Draw the students’ attention to the underlined part, 
and challenge them to come up with another way of 
saying it.  

...likes to get a little drunk, but not too often 
 
In the above example, students are likely to offer up 
‘rarely’ or ‘seldom’. Accept these, but then 
challenge students to use an expression instead. If 
need be, help them by providing the following: 

...likes to get a little drunk f____ t_____ t__ 
t______. 

If the students are unable to come up with anything 
– provide them with the missing expression – ‘from 
time to time’ (students very often go ‘aaaah, yes’ at 
this point!) 
 
Put the students into pairs, and give them a few 
minutes to look at the underlined parts and think of 
different ways of expressing them. This is a good 
challenge for students, and also creates a hunger for 
the new language.  

Planning to teach: Idioms  

Matt Done presents an idea for a lesson plan for teaching idioms. 

Find someone who…         Name                 
 
1. …has a lot of free time                                                                                                ____________________ 

2. …has to rush in the morning because they don’t have a lot of time                  ____________________ 

3. …likes to get ready slowly and in a relaxed way before they go out                  ____________________ 

4. …has a hobby which needs a lot of time                                                                  ____________________ 

5. …has a boss/teacher/parent who makes their life difficult                                  ____________________ 

6. …likes to get a little drunk, but not too often                                                          ____________________ 

7. ...plays sudoku or does crosswords to pass long, boring hours at the airport   ____________________ 

8. …likes to arrive at work/school before the start time                                            ____________________ 
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Take some of the students’ ideas and put any 
interesting suggestions up on the board. Then, tell 
them that you are going to write some good 
expressions, in random order, on the board. The 
students must then match the expression to one of 
the underlined parts of the find someone who. You 
can decide yourself whether to get students to do 
this alone or in pairs.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Go through the answers together, being sure to keep 
a record of them on the board so students don’t miss 
anything.  
 

Concept checking  

I like to concept check these expressions in two ways. 

Firstly by matching some of the expressions to a 

picture, and then in the traditional way by asking 

concept-check questions.  

I find an enjoyable way to do the matching exercise is 
to pin the pictures up around the classroom, and get 
students to walk around in pairs and decide which 
expression they match. Once the students have 

finished, you can check these together, and ask some 
further concept questions using the pictures to help. 
Here are some ideas of questions to ask for a few of 
the expressions: 
 
Kill (the) time:  

Where are they? (On a bus/train) 
Is it a long or short journey? (Long) 
Is it fun or a little boring? (A little boring) 
Do they want the time to go by quickly or 
slowly? (Quickly) 
Where/when else do people try and kill the 
time? (Bus station, airport, queue, etc).  

 
Be pressed for time: 

Does he have a lot of time or very little? 
(Very little) 
Is he feeling relaxed? (No) 
Is he in a hurry? (Yes) 
Is it possible that he’ll be late? (Yes) 

 
To have time on your hands: 

If you have time on your hands, are you very 
busy? (No) 
Do you have free time? (Yes) 
A little or a lot? (A lot) 
What kind of people have a lot of time on 
their hands? (Retired people, unemployed, 
etc).  

 
A nice idea is to leave the pictures pinned up around 
the room for reference in future lessons and also to 
serve as constant, subconscious ‘recycling’.  

 

 

Using pictures to concept check idioms 

The expressions are: 
To kill (the) time 

Be pressed for time  
Take your time     
Take (up) time  

Have time to spare 
From time to time 

Give someone a hard time 
Have time on your hands 
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Controlled practice and pronunciation  
 
Give students a handout containing the questions 
above and do the first one together. Give them a 
few minutes to complete the rest by themselves, 
before checking their answers in pairs. Do a class 
correction, being sure to keep a record of the 
answers on the board.  
 
Once the answers have been established, use the 
sentences to model and drill the pronunciation. You 
may wish to highlight to students that the word 
‘time’ tends to be stressed in each of the 
expressions.  
 
An extra idea, if time is on your side, is to challenge 
students to remember the expressions. Put the 
students in A and B pairs, and get them to spend a 
minute or two ‘testing’ each other. Student A reads 
out a sentence, but ‘blanks out’ the expression, 
which B has to provide, and vice versa.  
 

Freer spoken practice   
 
Put students into groups of 3, and give them the 
questions on the next page. Give them a minute to 
look at the questions and check that they 
understand everything. The students then choose a  
 

 
 
few of the questions to discuss in their groups. While  
they do this, monitor discreetly, taking down notes 
on the language they use – both correct and 
incorrect. This can be presented to the students as 
feedback in your roundup of the task.  
 
Be sure to take some feedback on the content of the 
students’ discussions too, by asking them to report 
anything interesting they talked about.  
 
The day after the lesson, you may wish to start with 
a game of ‘back to board’ or ‘hangman’ to revise. 
 
Some other time-related expressions which you may 
find useful to teach (though some of these might be 
more suitable for a higher level) are ‘it’s about time’, 
‘to make up for lost time’, ‘to have the time of your 
life’, and ‘time and time again’.  
 

mattdone8@gmail.com.  
 
 

Put an idiom in each gap: 
 
1) Customer: I’m sorry, we’re not ready to order yet.                                                                         

Waiter: That’s all right, madam. Just  _____________________.  

2) When I was a teenager, my parents used to   _______________ whenever I came home late. 

3) I go out for a run  _______________________, but I’d like to go more often. 

4) I have to wait ten hours between flights. How on earth am I going to _________________? 

5) Learning a language  __________________, you can’t do it in a week! 

6) I can’t talk right now – I’m a bit  _____________________. Let’s talk later. 

7) We got to the stadium with just five minutes  ______________. 

8) Now that I’m unemployed, I have quite a lot of  ______________________.  

  For more idioms go to: 
  www.idiomsite.com 

  //idioms.freedictionary.com 

  www.eslcafe.com/idioms 

mailto:mattdone8@gmail.com
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1. On a typical day, are you ever pressed for time? 

2. When shopping, do you prefer to buy things as quickly as possible, or do you prefer to take your 

 time? 

3. If you’re at a train/bus station, airport, in a long queue or on a long journey, what are your     

 favourite ways to kill the time? 

4. What tasks/activities take up the most time in your life? 

5. Do you like to get to your appointments with time to spare? 

6. When you were a teenager, did your parents give you a hard time if you came home late? 

7. Everyone should do something crazy from time to time. Do you agree? 

8. Do you think it’s good to have a lot of time on your hands? What are your favourite ways of          

 filling your free time? 

Questions for free spoken practice 

            Join IATEFL! 
 

 Membership with IATEFL offers you: 

 Contact with EFL teachers around the world 

 An annual conference and exhibition at membership rates 

 An opportunity to join any of the 15 Special Interest Groups (SIGS) 

 Discounted periodicals 

 IATEFL Voices newsletter 6 times a year 
 
MATEFL is an Associate Member of IATEFL and as such is able to offer 
all its members the opportunity to become an IATEFL member for  
only €35.00 and €23.00 for each SIG.  
 

Ask for an application form, fill it in and send it to Caroline Campbell, c/o 257, Upper St. Albert Street, Gzira,  
GZR 1153 along with your cheque for €35.00 (plus €23.00 for each SIG you choose).  Details of available SIGs 
are found on the application form and on the IATEFL web-site—www.iatefl.org. 
 
Please note that this offer is only available for MATEFL members.  
 
For any further information please contact Caroline Campbell, Alan Marsh or Jean Theuma at info@matefl.org 

If you have any feedback on this lesson or would like to suggest any improvements, I’d love to hear from you! 

Email me at mattdone8@gmail.com.  

mailto:mattdone8@gmail.com
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How sad! 

Pulling hair, calling each other names, telling tales 

Waking up as friends, brothers and sisters are we 

Playing in the streets, going  to the pictures  and   

playing 

Hide and seek. 

 

How sad! 

We grow apart and go our separate ways 

Too engrossed in our own space 

But the love is still there only too absorbed to see 

sense 

Open arms, open heart still young at heart 

Who thinks of me the way I think of you 

Too absorbed in our own space. 

 

 

 

How sad! 

We wait, who will be the one to phone first 

You should understand, I’m told, what do you expect! 

Near or far,  what difference does it make, you might 

As well be dead! 

Who will be the one to phone first! 

 

How sad! 

I sit here alone, you have no idea 

Too absorbed in your own space 

Materialistic world consumes your way of life, 

Too bothered how you look forgotten your roots! 

 

How sad! 

We were brothers and sisters once 

Those days are past 

Strangers are we now too busy to ask. 

What happened to us? 

How sad! 

Joyce Sant invites us to enjoy and appreciate her poetry 

To read more of Joyce’s poetry please visit 
www.poetry.com/joycesant 

I have lived in Malta for quite a number of years and after having met my husband in the UK, we decided to up sticks and 

move to Malta with our young son in the early eighties. It wasn't easy at first, far from it. Leaving behind an entire family, 

friends and a way of life meant that I had to get used to a completely new lifestyle. Thirty years on I'm still here! Whilst I still 

have strong family ties back home in the UK, Malta has become a big part of my life and that of my family.  I've always liked 

poetry and I remember the very first time I had attempted it. My English teacher gave the class Macbeth's  three witches 

"double double, toil and trouble..." We were asked to add our own verses! The rest is history! It was only recently that I start-

ed to write it and found that using my own personal experience, I was able to express feelings and emotions. I have several 

favourites, "How Sad" is one of them. I grew up on the cobble streets of the east end of London. Playtime was a time of hop-

scotch, piggyback rides, skipping and marbles. As brothers and sisters we always found a way to amuse ourselves and it was 

fun. As we grew older, priorities and responsibilities changed, allowing little time for each other. 
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What do we think? 

Matt Done has taken to the streets to ask teachers what makes them buzz about teaching. 

Andrew Farrugia 

How long have you been teaching/involved in EFL? 

 I first started being involved in EFL teaching about 35 

years ago and continued doing so for about 9/10 

years. Then I stopped for quite a few years until 

around five years ago when I decided to do the     

CELTA and returned to EFL teaching for a number of 

weeks every summer.  

What class are you currently teaching/what are you 

involved in currently? 

Generally I teach   

General English B1 or 

B2  (Int. or Upper Int.) 

and sometimes I also 

do 1to1s.  

Favourite type of 

class?  

I enjoy all kinds of clas-

ses but feel most com-

fortable with adult B1s and upwards.  

Favourite level to teach? 

My favourite level is from B1 upwards, from Interme-

diate level to Advanced level.  

Favourite course books/ resources to use? 

I usually like to use material/s from a variety of 

course books but I particularly like the New English 

File series.  

Best thing about teaching?  

Meeting people from various parts of the world,   

interacting with them and helping them to improve 

their level of English. 

Hopes for the future? 

To continue teaching! 

Aleksandar Mitovski 

How long have you been teaching/involved in EFL? 

For 6 years 

What class are you currently teaching/what are you 

involved in currently? 

General English 

Favourite type of class?  

At the moment, I'm doing General English classes 

with groups of ten or so students, but I have a prefer-

ence for groups up to 5 people. One-to-ones are a 

nice challenge for me too.  

Favourite level to teach? 

Intermediate and above 

Favourite course books/ resources to use? 

I've used Opportunities, Cutting Edge, Headway - I 

still dip into 'my bag of 

tricks' as I like 

to call them regardless of 

the course book I'm using 

at the moment. 

Best thing about      

teaching?  

How good I've become at 

telling who comes from 

which country just by 

listening to their English! 

Hopes for the future? 

Pass my CELTA, and DELTA in the next couple of 

years, eventually become a teacher trainer, who 

knows! 

 

 

I recently asked six practicing EFL teachers here in Malta the same seven questions about their thoughts on 

teaching. Here’s what they had to say! 
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Lara Portelli 

How long have you been teaching/involved in EFL? 

8 years 

What class are you 

currently teaching/

what are you involved 

in currently? 

Academic English B1, 

Academic English A2.  

Favourite type of 

class?  

Large classes of Gen-

eral English or Exam 

Preparation Classes 

and Teacher Training. 

Favourite level to teach? 

All levels have their own challenges but I don't mind 

teaching any level. 

Favourite course books/ resources to use? 

I like Cutting Edge. 

Best thing about teaching?  

Meeting people and enriching my knowledge about 

other cultures. 

Hopes for the future? 

I'd like to work more in materials creation, and    

teacher training 

 

John Spiteri Maempel 

How long have you 

been teaching/

involved in EFL? 

 6 years 

What class are you 

currently teaching/

what are you involved 

in currently? 

 I'm currently prepar-

ing a student for his 

IELTS examination 

 

Favourite type of class?  

I have a soft-spot for teaching English for specific pur-

poses, especially business English.  

Favourite level to teach? 

All of them are equally rewarding (as well as challeng-

ing). However, I do love teaching lower levels as their 

progress is always wonderful to see. 

Favourite course books/ resources to use? 

I've recently become a fan of the Speak Out series. I 

love the BBC video comprehensions. 

Best thing about teaching?  

The look on a student's face when they finally get it! 

Hopes for the future? 

Plucking up the courage to present at future interna-

tional teaching conferences. 

 

Roksana Krzyzanowska 

How long have you 

been teaching/

involved in EFL? 

11 years. 

What class are you 

currently teaching/

what are you in-

volved in currently? 

I’m currently teach-

ing a low-level mono-

lingual group long 

term.   

Favourite type of class?  

I particularly enjoy one-to-one and exam classes be-

cause I find them more focused.  

Favourite level to teach? 

Any, as long as I don’t get ‘stuck’ teaching one level. I 

also enjoy staying with one group and moving from 

level to level.  

Favourite course books/ resources to use? 

I’m happy to use any course book, although I adapt 

them. I’m not keen on resources which contain a lot of 

obscure language. 
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Best thing about teaching?  

I like the fact that it gives me the skills to be a better 

learner myself.  

Hopes for the future? 

To continue feeling appreciated.  

 

Margo Rattray 

How long have you 

been teaching/

involved in EFL? 

Nearly 2 years 

What class are you 

currently teaching/

what are you in-

volved in currently? 

General English B1 

group.  

Favourite type of 

class?  

I prefer General English rather than one-to-ones. 

Favourite level to teach? 

All the levels are interesting and challenging, but if I  

had to pick a level, I would choose Elementary or                

 

Pre-Intermediate. It's really enjoyable to watch the       

students' progress and to help them reach that mo-

ment when they can start to use the language to ex-

press themselves. 

Favourite course books/ resources to use? 

As a new teacher, I find the New English File series of 

books easy to use and adapt. I also use the internet a 

lot. Two of my favourite websites are 

www.teachthis.com and www.busyteacher.com 

Best thing about teaching?  

The salary! (sorry, just kidding!) The best thing is defi-

nitely the people you meet—the teachers and the stu-

dents. I enjoy listening to the students tell me about 

their cultures and views. 

Hopes for the future? 

I'd like to teach exam preparation courses and        

Business English. 

 

 

 Get involved! 

 

Below are 7 simple questions about teaching. Answer them and send in a photo to be included in next MATEFL    

newsletter’s ‘What do we think?’ section. 

1) How long have you been teaching/involved in EFL? 

2) What class are you currently teaching/what are you involved in currently? 

3) Favourite type of class? (Exam, general, one to one, business, teacher training, etc.) 

4) Favourite level to teach? 

5) Favourite course books/ resources to use? 

6) Best thing about teaching?  

7) Hopes for the future? 

Send your answers to mattdone8@gmail.com or info@matefl.com 

A big thank you to all the teachers who took the time 
to answer the ‘What do we think?’ questions. 

http://www.teachthis.com/
http://www.busyteacher.com/
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VIDEO KILLED THE AUDIO STAR 
 
We've all been there; it's your student's last day, 
certificates have been handed out, hands have 
been shaken, and, in parting, your student asks 
the most difficult question they've dropped on 
you in their whole course: “How can I keep up my 
level of English after I go home?” They're rightful-
ly concerned that once they settle back into their 
own country and are re-immersed in their native 
language, their hard-earned English skills are go-
ing to wane fast. 
 
The most common piece of advice, after the en-
couragement to keep in touch with English-
speaking friends, tends to be “listen to the radio!” 
or “check out these podcasts!” so the student can 
keep their listening skills nice and sharp. The thing 
is, while websites like the BBC or National Geo-
graphic offer excellent internet radio in a plethora 
of interesting topics in authentic English, they are 
all audio-only, which rather puts visual learners 
like myself in a sticky spot. The obvious answer 
might be to suggest the student watches films 
and TV series in English instead, and while that's a 
step in the right direction, that comes with its 

own set of pitfalls: is the student at a high-enough 
level to understand the quips and slang that are a 
staple in most films without getting lost? Does the 
student have access to films in English in their 
country? Most importantly, does that student 
have the mental stamina to keep up with fast-
paced English for an hour or two at a time? In my 
experience, most lower-level students are quickly 
put off by films and TV as practice tools, stating 
that most blockbusters are too fast and contain 
too much background noise to focus on dialogue, 
and that slower-paced films are too boring. Evi-
dently, the ideal solution would be some kind of 
video platform which provides short, engaging 
videos for students to enjoy while they bolster 
their listening. 
 
This is where English Central comes in. 
 
What’s That? 

 
http://englishcentral.com 

 
English Central is a video-hosting website in the 
same vein as Youtube, established to help stu-
dents learn English through short, authentic     

Teacher 2.0: a Survival Guide to Technology in the classroom 
Adrian Theuma  explores 21st century teaching.  

This issue—Online listening resources for visual learners. 

http://englishcentral.com/videos
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videos from celebrity interviews to infographics 
to Superbowl commercials. Unlike Youtube, how-
ever, there's no need to trawl through hundreds 
of funny cat videos to find something worth 
watching. English Central provides three ways to 
narrow down your options: 
 

A. There's a sidebar with a list of topics 
including “Academic English”, “Social Eng-
lish” and “Travel English”, so your student 
can weed out whatever they're not inter-
ested in practicing.   
 
B. The videos are also divided into begin-
ner, intermediate and advanced, with 
handy coloured shapes to help identify 
the levels at a glance: a green circle, blue 
square and black diamond respectively.   
 
C. Last but not least, each video shows its 
duration clearly on the thumbnail. Most 
of the videos are between one and two 
minutes long, although some of the be-
ginner level ones are only 30 seconds 
long and a few of the higher-level ones 
can range up to 3 minutes or more. 

 
Alright, we've gone online, found a cool clip with 
an interesting title and clicked on the thumb-
nail... 

So, how does it work? 
 

The first thing your student will see is this: a vid-
eo with subtitles and the usual play, pause and 
repeat buttons at the bottom, and four clickable 
icons at the top right. Each video starts on the 
first, the blue icon. 
 
As you can see, the video timeline is slightly 
different from usual. It's divided into sections 
rather than the solid grey line we're used to; 
each section represents one spoken sentence. In 
the picture there are 9 segments, so there are 9 
sentences in the clip. This means that your stu-
dent can listen to the same sentence over and 
over again without having to guess exactly where 
the sentence started and waste time clicking 
back and forth trying to find the right spot.   
Another nifty tool is the interactive subtitles. 
Clicking on each word brings up an English-to-
English dictionary definition and a pronunciation 
guide like the one below. 
 

Scrolling over the words while the video is 
paused without clicking repeats the word on its 
own for extra pronunciation understanding. 
If the student wants additional vocabulary prac-
tice after watching the video, encourage them to 
click on the second, orange icon in the row on 
the right. 
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This replays the video, but eliminates certain 
words from the subtitles, which the students can 
type in using their keyboard. These keywords will 
have been underlined in the original video (in this 
case is was the word “fly”) so the student can 
keep the correct spelling in mind before going for 
the gap-fill exercise, and the mix of visual, audio 
and kinaesthetic handling of the word in question 
makes this style of vocab learning especially 
effective. 
  
Sounds great! Anything else I should know? 
 
DO encourage your student to sign up. It's free 
and some videos may not play properly if you 
don't    register first. 
 
DO try to find time to demonstrate 
how to use the website to your 
student in class to help them     un-
derstand how to use all the   fea-
tures properly. 
 
DON'T tell your students to use the 
mobile app, unless they are pre-
pared to pay for the privilege. The 
free version of the app only pro-
vides limited access to the materi-
als on a trial basis. 
 
DON'T recommend the third and fourth icons to 
all students. They feature a pronunciation-
practice exercise where the student repeats 
words into the microphone, similar to the system 
on learning apps like Memrise and Duolingo,   

and an ad for a (paid) one-on-one 
practice session with a live tutor. 
While both of these are interesting 
applications, most students are 
happy to stick with the basics. 
 
DO offer this to your students as 
extra homework during their 
course. Just one video a day can 
help a shy student gain confidence 
in the language without forcing 
them to interact with others out-

side school if they're not ready yet.  
 
DON'T try to use this website as part of a lesson, 
as it's specifically created for individual study and 
doesn't cross-over well into group study experi-
ences. 
 
Most of all, 
DO check the website out on your own, and have 
fun clicking around and discovering all the areas 
yourself to familiarise yourself. You'll get the 
hang of it in no time! 
 

a_theuma@hotmail.com 

Ideas for teachers from teachers 
 

Do you have a favourite activity or 
classroom resource that you would like to 

share with other teachers? 

Please contact Jean Theuma at                    
info@matefl.org 
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On asking his boss for a raise, a staff person receives the following reply: “Because of the fluctuational 
predisposition of your position’s productive capacity as juxtaposed to governmental statistics, it would 
be momentarily injudicious to advocate an incremental increase.” 
The staff person says, “I don’t get it.” 
Boss: “That’s right.” 

______________________________________________________ 
 
Two highway workers are busy working at a construction site when a big car with diplomatic license 
plates pulls up. 
“Parlez-vous français?” the driver asks them. The two workers just stare. 
“Sprechen Sie Deutsch?” The two continue to stare at him. 
“Falam portugue s?” Neither worker says anything. 
“Parlate Italiano?” Still no response. 
Finally, the man drives off in disgust. 
One worker turns to the other and says, “Gee, maybe we should learn a foreign language…” 
“What for? That guy knew four of them and what good did it do him?” 

______________________________________________________ 
 
Two translators on a ship are talking. 
“Can you swim?” asks one. 
“No” says the other, “but I can shout for help in nine languages.” 
 
      ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Mistranslations—Funny Signs from around the world 
 
Airline ticket office, Copenhagen: We take your bags and send them in all directions. 

 

Hotel lobby, Bucharest: The lift is being fixed for the next day. during that time we regret that you will 

be unbearable. 

 

Doctor's office, Rome: Specialist in women and other diseases. 

 

A laundry in Rome: Ladies, leave your clothes here and spend the afternoon having a good time. 

 

In an Italian cemetery: Persons are prohibited from picking flowers from any but their own graves. 

 

Hotel brochure, Italy: This hotel is renowned for its peace and solitude. in fact, crowds from all over 

the world flock here to enjoy its solitude. 

 

In a Swiss Mountain inn: Special today - No ice-cream. 

 

A sign posted in Germany's Black Forest: It is strictly forbidden on our Black Borest camping site that 

people of different sex, for instance, men and women, live together in one tent unless they are mar-

ried with each other for this purpose. 

 

A sign seen on an automatic restroom hand dryer in Germany: Do not activate with wet hands. 
 

Source: www.alphadictionary.com 

    Fun Pages 
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Words in this puzzle appear horizontal, vertical, diagonal as well as backwards! 
 

 

z v l q u i f z g v t m y g l w h s q t  

o n w n g n i h t n b w l d m c p n w n  

k n j t a w c p e x i x p t l s e a f a  

i l i m l e s m a s n j j c o y r o z p  

d m o w q h n d j u x t m l b d s w u b  

e w m h e r p l n q n z h v l q o h e n  

n q g k e e x i u g b e k g v p n x s a  

s r d v m i k h m i n o u k i k y l e d  

w p o f i n s c g v n g z e v e t c l x  

n g o v c t u c o m p a n y f z h a z q  

a b t i r p l a c e w o r k t i y s m f  

m l y a n x m b l l u t a p i p l e a d  

p m p u y t h j k k k y h g r t m c b v  

h d z k p x p j p n k e f j j o t y a w  

n n h h p f n r a e y d f r e o b k r u  

g a d s z u j a k e c a l o c l p l p o  

r h s y m g r a e l w u d r f l u m e e  

o b u b y k x s i n e a u s o t z g o m  

u u e k m u u o z v j a g f r w y e n v  

p r n n k s q z w b v g y n n j n j k k 

    How well do you know your EFL jargon? 

The words in the puzzle are the 25 most frequently used nouns in English. 

case 

child 

company 

day 

eye 

fact 

government 

group 

hand 

life 

man 

number 

part 

person 

place 

point 

problem 

thing 

time 

way 

week 

woman 

work 

world 

year 
 

Source: www.wikipedia.com 
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MATEFL is 21 this year 

 
A Message from the President 
It was back in 1995 that a small band of sixteen teachers – the Band of 16 - attended MATEFL’s first meeting as an 
officially constituted body, Statute and all. It had come about after months and months of hard work, meetings, 
and wading through almost impenetrable legalese. But energy and perseverance were fuelled by the conviction 
that teachers sharing ideas, techniques, problems and solutions was a motivating, inspirational concept. It was 
also an innovative idea in Malta: that teachers working in different schools could come together to share and learn 
in a co-operative, collaborative and professional way. And it was – and continues to be – a shining example of 
what is perhaps the most powerful form of continuing professional development: teachers doing things for them-
selves rather than having it imposed upon them. 
 
Well, 21 years later there are over 200 of us now. We have been supported by many schools, some of whom have 
generously offered us their premises and facilities free of charge – thank you in particular NSTS, IELS, AM Language 
Studio, ACE, EC and Bell Malta. And a whole array of internationally renowned ELT authors and practitioners have 
held talks and workshops for and with our members. Even more satisfying is the number of locally-based teachers 
who have been encouraged and supported by MATEFL to run workshops themselves, many of them for the very 
first time. All have commented on the feeling of empowerment they experienced and many have grown into sea-
soned session leaders. Some now speak regularly at conferences abroad or are invited to lead courses for organi-
sations in other countries. Indeed, one MATEFL (ex-) member is now regarded worldwide as the leading authority 
in their particular field of ELT expertise. 
 
Steering the organisation, putting in the hours and hours of selfless, unpaid hard work because they believe in 

what MATEFL does and what it stands for are of course the Committee members. You’ll find their names else-

where in this publication and I would personally like to say a special thank you to them and to all those who have 

preceded them. Well done, MATEFL Committees! 

Alan Marsh, Malta, 2016 
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Where do we go next? 

Home Tuition Providers 

Many students really enjoy living and learning in a 
family environment. Home tuition suits these type of 
students who feel that they not only learn the lan-
guage, but also get so much closer to the culture and 
lifestyle of the country they are visiting. Equally, some 
teachers love to host students, feeling that  the re-
laxed atmosphere of being in a home, rather than the 
formality of a school, breaks down barriers that 
would otherwise make the learning more difficult. 
However, having a student in one’s house is a com-
plex and delicate job for a teacher. 

In the new ELT Council regulations, 
teachers who want to host a student 
in their house and give them lessons  
there will have to apply for a permit 
and a license to do this. The ELT Per-
mit for Home Tuition is slightly differ-
ent from the ELT Permit, although 
the basis is the same. In fact, as 
some school teaching experience is 
needed to get an ELT Permit for 
Home Tuition, an ELT Permit is re-
quired too. The Home Tuition Provid-
ers’ license is a new concept and 
bears some similarity to that required by small 
schools. 

The Home Tuition teacher will need all the basic qual-
ifications of an EFL teacher plus there are some addi-
tional requirements. Just like the EFL teacher,  the 
Home Tuition teacher will have to: 

  be over 18,  

 have achieved a pass in a 60 hour TEFL 
Certificate/Induction course. 

 have acquired an A-level/MATSEC in 
English or passed the TELT exam 

 have passed the newly created SEPTT 
exam (more on this in another issue of 
the MATEFL newsletter) 

 have a clean Police Conduct certificate 

 OR have a CELTA/Cert-TESOL or higher 

Over and above this, the Home Tuition teacher will 
need to have at least 750 contact hours with adults in 

an EFL school spread over 12 
months. In other words, a Home 
Tuition teacher should also be regu-
larly employed by a  school, or 
schools, for the whole year. In fact, 
750 hours equates to 50 weeks for 
a teacher who works 15 hours a 
week  with a school. 

In addition to this, Home Tuition 
teachers will also need a letter of 
recommendation from the Director 
of Studies of the school at which 

they are teaching. The Director of 
Studies will be required to confirm that the teacher is 
competent and has the skills to carry out a needs 
analysis, choose and implement the correct syllabi 
and select material for the students in their care.   

The Home Tuition teacher is responsible for designing 
and running the courses, and maintaining academic 
records  such as registers, student performance, les-
son schedules, attendance, and final outcomes of the 
course. The teacher will also have to report on aca-
demic matters to the ELT Council. 

The residence that the Home Tuition teacher will be 
using to host the student is subject to inspection by 

Jean Theuma continues looking at the new ELT Council regulations for EFL teachers. This time: Home 

Tuition teachers 

Home Tuition 
Providers 
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the ELT Council. The teacher will also have to obtain a 
license for hosting student guests from the Malta 
Tourism Authority. Additionally, they will also have to 
provide the student with a meal plan. The building 
should have a quiet area available for the student 
where the formal lessons can be held. This area 
should also be available to the student at all other 
times, ensuring that the student has a study area to 
carry out any independent work they should like in a 
quiet environment.  

The premises need to comply with the same basic 
regulations as a school premises in 
that it should be structurally 
sound; well-decorated; and natu-
rally well ventilated, lit and aired. 
The student will need independent 
access to their bedroom and bath-
room, and these should be quiet 
and free from disturbances. The 
rooms should be clean and will 
need a Health and Safety and fire 
risk assessment certificate as rec-
ommended by the Occupational 
Health and Safety Authority. The 
student must be provided with les-
son materials, aids and equipment. 
The student must also have access to common areas 
for living, dining and social interaction with the lan-
guage teacher and their English speaking household. 
It goes without saying that the student should be pro-
vided with comfortable furniture and access to clean 
drinking water. 

The Home Tuition teacher can host no more than 4 
students at a time.  

The students must be provided with a certificate of 
attendance detailing: 

 the  dates of attendance,  

 the number of actual hours attended 

by the student ,  

 the level of English achieved, 

 the title and level of the course of the 

course, 

 The signature of the Home Tuition pro-

vider 

For the issuing of an ELT Permit for Home Tuition  
costs €15.00, with a subsequent €20.00 for its renew-
al every 4 years. This permit is also subject to 32 CPD 
hours. In other words, the permit will only be re-
newed if the teacher can show evidence of having 

attended at least 32 hours of Con-
tinuing Professional Development 
over the preceding 4 years. In addi-
tion to the teacher’s permit, a 
Home Tuition Provider License is 
required at a cost of €100.00 . This 
is also subject to renewal every 4 
years and costs €100.00 to renew.   

If you wish to become a Home Tui-
tion provider, it is a necessary to 
read the ELT Council regulations 
very thoroughly before setting up 

your residence as a teaching area. 
There are many other details to becoming a Home 
Tuition provider which are not covered in this short 
article.   

In the next issue of the MATEFL newsletter we will 
take a look at the requirements of a Distance Learn-
ing Provider. 

Source: 

http://www.matefl.org/attachments/File/221_-
_2015_-_E_new_Legal_Notice_2015.pdf 

jeantheuma@hotmail.com 

Note: In this article, I have used ‘Home Tuition pro-
vider’ and ‘Home Tuition teacher’ interchangeably to 
mean a teacher providing ,or who intends to provide, 
home tuition. 

The student must also have 

access to common areas 

for living, dining and social 

interaction with the 

language teacher and their 

English speaking 

household.  
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MATEFL hosted another successful workshop event in January at ACE, Paceville and the 
Annual General Meeting in March at Junior College, Msida. 

MATEFL events in pictures 

 

Clockwise from top left:  
(January’s multi-workshop) Kevin Spiteri’s 
session on increasing learning; Sigo investi-
gates the benefits of IWBs; Alan Marsh talks 
about lexis; (March AGM) a view of the 
AGM; Daniel Xerri speaks to MATEFL. 
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Facts and figures about EFL students in Malta in 2015 

The EFL Industry in a nutshell 

In 2015, foreign students attending English language courses at local specialised schools numbered 75,524. After a very strong 
first quarter, which registered increases of over 20% over the same period in the preceding year, there was a slightly negative 
trend in the following months. This meant there was an overall decrease of 2.6 per cent over 2014.  
 
As reported in 2014, most students originated from Italy (23.8%), Germany (13.7 %) and France (10.1%). Together, these ac-
counted for almost half of student arrivals. July was the busiest month for English language specialised schools, with 15,812 
arrivals, or 20.9 per cent of the annual total. General English courses remained a firm favourite with all nationalities. 
 
2015 showed a significant increase in the under-15 age bracket which totalled 21,247, and accounted for 28.1 per cent of total 
student visits. This is an increase of 23% over 2014. Interestingly, the 16-18 and 18-25 age brackets both suffered a decrease of 
around 15% over 2014. Students aged 50+ were in the minority and numbered 4,486 but still registered a marginal growth over-
all.  
 
Female students outnumbered males at 58% of the entire student population. Collectively, students spent 238,481 weeks in 

Malta. The average duration per student stood at 3.2 weeks, as reported in the previous year.                                                                  

Source: www.nso.gov.mt   

Chart 2: % of student arrivals by month and age group: 2015 

Chart 3: number of 
student arrivals by 
nationality and 
course followed: 
2015 

Chart 1: % of foreign students following 
courses in EFL schools by citizenship: 2015 
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